Featherlocks ™are real feathers available in an
array of colors that are easily and inexpensively
applied to your hair to add subtle or dramatic
highlights without damage or altering color.
A new and simple chemical-free technique
utilizes silicone bead technology which allows a

For For more information please see our
website at
www.conditionculture.com
or call
1-800-404-0356

Featherlocks
feather hair extensions

Featherlocks

licensed stylist to safely apply as many or as few
Featherlocks ™ to create a subtle or dramatic
effect. And because they come in an array of
colors, there is no limit to the imagination or
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desired effect.
Want a change? Featherlocks ™ are easily
removed in a matter of seconds, and reapplied
without worry.
Because they are inexpensive and easily cared
for, Featherlocks ™ are fabulous for kids and
teens - it is a great way for them to make a
statement and express individuality without
ruining their hair or the family reunion!
Featherlocks ™ are made of only the highest
quality feathers. Made to last, Featherlocks ™
will not fatigue under styling conditions, they
can be washed, dried, flat-ironed or curled.
While they can stay in hair for up to 8 weeks,
Featherlocks ™ last a lifetime and can be used
over and over again without losing integrity or
luster. Featherlocks ™are available in a vast
array of colors, patterns and lengths.
Featherlocks ™ are available only through
licensed hair stylists and salons.
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Ask your stylist for pricing information!

Featherlocks are a product of

cond tion
culture
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Mixed packs
Fashion Mixed

Warm colors

Lemonade

Sunshine

Warm Bronze

Cool Mixed

Warm Natural

Warm Mixed

Amber

Burgundy

Mixed Natural

Tan Natural

Mustard

Brown

Cool colors

White Natural

Steel

Medium Natural

Snow

Midnight

Olive

Slate

Fashion colors

Lavender

Purple

Baby Pink

Solid Purple

Hot Pink

Baby Blue

Magenta

Solid Pink

Turquoise

Blue

Solid Blue

Wine

Electric Green

Red

Solid Red

Mint

New colors are always being added. For the most recent color palette please see our online store.
Each Featherlock is unique. Please be aware color & length may vary.

Yellow

Deep Red

Orange

